Terms and conditions studentObike

/ In order to benefit from the bicycles within the studentObike program, the applicants must acquire the
status of user. The status of user is acquired by registering at the office of the rental center, bearing the
personal ID, in original and celebrating the rental/hand-over contract.
/ The IDs accepted are: VALID AND PERSONAL identity cards, passports and driving licenses
accompanied by the student card bearing the visa or the transportation card.
/ The personnel of the center must check the validity of the ID, as well as the identity of the applicant.
/If suspicions are raised on the applicant’s identity, the personnel of the center will ask supplementary
ID. The applicant will be denied the bicycle rental, even following the submission of a supplementary ID,
if suspicions are maintained related to his/her identity due to an obvious disaccord between the data of
the identity documents and the actually ascertained situation.
The applicant must communicate to the personnel of the rental centers if he/she drank alcoholic drinks,
drugs or any hallucinogenic substances and not pick-up the bicycle/bicycles if he/she is under any of the
aforementioned situations. The conclusion of the bicycle rental/hand-over contract will be denied if the
applicant denies /omits to communicate the things mentioned above, as well as if reasonable suspicions
arise related to the fact that the applicant incurs under any of the aforementioned conditions. The
conclusion of the contract and the delivery of the bicycle will also be denied to a person acting under a
non corresponding and non civilized manner, presenting physical or verbal violence manifestations or
under any other reasoned cases.
Free status: students enrolled in any University of Romania.

Payments/damages occurred during the use of bicycles:

If the bicycle is damaged /lost by the user’s fault, the latter one will bear the repair /replacement
expenses corresponding to bringing the bicycle to the status in which it was delivered according to the
list of damages below:
/Total damage /Broken frame /Theft: 630 lei
/Metal basket: 40 lei
/Front wheel: 40 lei
/Rear wheel: 70 lei
/Chain guard: 15 lei
/Wing & support: 15 lei

/Tube: 7 lei
/Tyre: 15 lei
/Crank: 15 Ron
/Fork: 40 lei
/ Brake lever: 10 lei
/Crank: 15 lei
/Seat: 25 lei
/Board: 20 lei
/Pedals: 15 lei / set
/ Handlebar: 10 lei
/ Antitheft device: 30 lei

Working hours rental centers







Polytechnic
Agronomie
Rector’s office
Cluj
Iasi
Timisoara

Monday - Friday

10:00 - 18:00
10:00 - 18:00
09:00 - 17:00
10:00 - 18:00
10:00 - 18:00
10:00 -18:00

* The bicycles can be rented for at most 5 hours and will be returned at the latest one hour before
closing the working hours;
* During the last renting hour every day, you can rent the bicycle until the next day, it must be returned
the next day during the first renting hour
* WARNING!! If demand exists, the bicycle renting cannot be extended!
* On Friday one hour before closing, bicycles can be rented and will be returned on Monday during the
first renting hour.

